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Disco Isn’t Dead. It Has Gone to War
May 31, 2023 | Claire Koron Elat

“‘I was told right now, in the conservatorship, I’m not
able to get married or have a baby,’ S. said.” This is one
of the quotes sliding over a monochrome video screen
by artist Tony Cokes. Taken from a testimony Britney
Spears gave after her 13-year-long conservatorship
was annulled, Cokes’ work Free Britney?Free Britney? (2022)
investigates the political dimensions of pop culture
icons to a musical backing.

Since the 1980s, Cokes has been working on complicating music and its relationship to
dichotomies like catharsis and torture as well as enjoyment and critical thinking. Quotes
included in his work come not only from Spears but also from Donald Trump, Ye, or Mark
Fisher. His video essays, as he calls them, visually simulate cultural production in the 21st
century and allude to their inherent biases and political nature.

Two of Cokes’ works are currently on view in Frankfurt as part of an augmented exhibition
titled “DEMO-,” curated by Ben Livne Weitzman, on the political value of publicly
accessible spaces. The site-specific virtual works part of the show, which also includes
Morehshin Allahyari, Flaka Haliti, and Tamiko Thiel, among others, can be accessed
through the WAVA app across the city. Here, we talked to Cokes about clubbing, the
power of sound, and moving backward through time.

CLAIRE KORON ELAT: An exhibition you had at Greene Naftali in 2022 was
entitled “On Clubbing, Mourning, and Critique.” How do these three realms
intersect?

TONY COKES: I was drawn to the fact that they wouldn’t normally be connected. But for
me, some of those themes revolve around each other. I made a work about two different
90s moments of clubbing, and I’ve also made a couple of pieces that had to do with
mourning and the legacy of particular figures, such as Mark Fisher.

CKE: I think that clubbing has the potential of being a form of critique and of
mourning.

TC: Especially with Covid-19, where clubbing took on a very different existence. It was
more furtive than it normally would be. I couldn’t help but be hyper-aware of the idea that
you occupy certain public spaces in certain ways.

CKE: Public spaces certainly became even more important during the
pandemic. They were accessible during a time where much other space utilized
for acts of critiquing or mourning was shut down. You’re currently part of a show
that takes place in public. The work that you are showing there has also been
exhibited in institutional contexts—which would also be public, but less public
or semi-public—as well as in galleries. Was the process of making the work
different because the context of where the work is shown changed?

TC: Ben [Livne Weitzman] and I exchanged views on what might fit. I was particularly
interested in getting something into public spaces, because it’s so often fraught and
difficult to show there. Sometimes the planning phase and obtaining permissions and
logistical hoops that you have to jump through and questions about when or how they will
be permitted are often really complex and time-consuming. For this show, it was a matter
of choosing the scale. We took a portion of an existing work and were thinking about
relative duration that would work in a public situation. The original piece consisted of two
channels of 45 minutes each, and we edited it down to two channels with ten minutes.

CKE: In a previous interview, you said that there are certain things only sound
can do, and yet your work is a combination of sound, text, and video—it’s not
just sound. 

TC: One of the things that sound often does is to allow for an engagement with the body
as well as with knowledge, as it’s commonly represented. You can dance and think at the
same time, or dance and have a bodily response, and the sonic sensorium can impact,
even sharpen, one’s thought. Some people might only think about it as some sort of
potential negative or interference, whereas I think about it as a complementary possibility.
It can actually change your engagement with the text. At least it does for me, which is why
I work with music a lot.

CKE: Is sound even more powerful than images?

TC: They can have a complimentary antagonistic relation. There’s a particular sort of
pause or rhythm or contradiction that happens between sound interventions. Sometimes
you can charge a text through a juxtaposition that imagines a different pathway or way of
relating to reading images or text.

CKE: The design of the short statements on monochrome screens in your works
reminds me of “news” accounts on Instagram that post fashion news, gossip, or
comments on the current status of culture.

TC: I don’t really follow contemporary design and its uses. My engagements with
advertising are more historical and I’m more focused on structural film or minimal visual
techniques. Certain relationships in social media and the way things are split up and
presented mimic those historical forms in certain ways. I discovered the swipe as an
electronic “haptic” surrogate before I had a smartphone. My probably limited view of
design is that it’s a way of adding context and legibility to the material that you’re working
with. I’d argue that some of those techniques were borrowed from even older, avant-garde
traditions. It’s like moving through time, although back then, the content was different and
it had a different intent.

CKE: Historical references in advertisement, mass media, and pop culture are
interesting when you think of these three realms as inherently political, and
keep in mind that pop culture is often deemed as unpolitical or superficial. 

TC: I would probably agree that pop culture is inherently political—even if it isn’t intended
to be critical. It’s kind of hard to avoid it. Sometimes, there’s this idea that something is
devoid of content and context. To my mind, that’s hardly ever the case. There’s always a
context and there are always possibilities for meaning. It depends on how certain things
are deployed, not so much just on the intent or the so-called meaning of something. My
idea is to use codes that we’ve all seen before in ways that get us to read somewhat
differently as opposed to just fold into the flow.

CKE: You made a work about the whole discourse around Britney Spears,
called Free Britney.

TC: It was an interesting situation. I wasn’t a follower or a huge fan. I knew some of the
music. I remember hearing this radio report, which was based on the article that I used
from The New Yorker. Have you ever wondered about relationships with your business and
your family that get entangled and put one at the mercy of a punishing, perverse legal and
therapeutic regime? It’s hard to imagine that because it’s so visible.

CKE: What’s absurd is that they use Britney’s music to torture inmates in some
prisons while she is a kind of prisoner too.

TC: It was a strange anomalous thing. Pop music, when repeated at high volumes can
induce stress. Then there are the conditions under which that person is working and
making music, which also has problems inscribed inside. I’m attracted to pop material
because of the way it goes into the beliefs of culture. What’s acceptable as an activity or
what’s pleasurable as a way of being in the world?

CKE: Since music as well as collaging different sounds are such a principal part
of your work, I was wondering whether you consider yourself as a DJ.

TC: I often make mixes in order to make video or installation work. I don’t think I’ve ever
publicly DJed. I’ve done private parties, lectures with music, things like that. I’d say the first
thing that I commit to is the sound. I choose articles that I want to juxtapose as raw
material. When I’m trying to edit a piece, I feel like I need to have something to respond to,
and something to position the text elements against. I’ll take three tracks, for instance,
and just play one after another back-to-back. But other times, for reasons of time or just
to have a more varied soundscape to work with, I will actually make an edit for the sound.

CKE: The way you talk about DJing makes it sound like an artistic practice or at
least part of an artistic practice—

TC: Rather than a separate category. They’re kind of coextensive. In some ways, I think it
is an art form. In an absolute way, if you’re going to guide people through an evening at
duration and make often, even political, decisions about what goes into a mix, many
factors should be considered. That sounds like artmaking to me!

CKE: If you think of DJs who operate in a more mainstream way, it’s probably
not really a form of an intellectual practice. But then there are some great DJs
who are also simultaneously artists.

TC: It’s a question of your desires, your context, the scale of things, and how you use
them. I probably wouldn’t argue that all DJs are artists—that would be an interesting claim.
That’s kind of almost like Joseph Beuys, “Every DJ is an Artist.” I would say they definitely
have that potential, and I wouldn’t be exclusive about it. I wouldn’t say, “Oh, you’re a DJ,
that’s not possible.” Because I know very well that some of my favorite artists are DJs—or
designers, for that matter. But, of course, some people who are artists and have art
careers put limitations on what practices to include.

"Tony Cokes’ works SM BNGRZ 02.01 (2021) and SM BNGRZ 01.04 (2021) are on view in
front of Paulskirche and Frankfurter Römer, respectively, in Frankfurt. The exhibition can be
accessed through the WAVA app until April 30, 2024.

Credits

Text CLAIRE KORON ELAT

https://www.instagram.com/claireoua/?hl=de
https://032c.com/magazine/musicology-for-clothes-runway-music
https://032c.com/magazine/runway-music-electro-indie-it-girls
https://032c.com/magazine/janus-searching-for-a-sound-that-doesnt-exist
https://032c.com/magazine/ten-cities
https://032c.com/magazine/visual-soundscapes-alvaro-guilherme-and-daria-kolosova
https://032c.com/magazine/its-sound-and-shape-in-my-mouth-eddie-peake-and-the-enjoyment-of-sexual-ambiguity
https://032c.com/magazine/chris-dercon-ridiculously-modest
https://032c.com/magazine/enter-the-haunting-world-of-gruppe-magazine-issue-4-berlin
https://www.wava.ar/
https://www.theguardian.com/music/2008/dec/10/stop-the-music-torture-initiative
https://032c.com/contact-and-legal
https://032c.com/magazine
https://032c.com/store/all
https://032c.com/magazine/section/readytowear
https://032c.com/
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MUNICH

PRINT OCTOBER 2022

Tony Cokes, Evil.80.Empathy?, 2020, HD video, color, sound, 2 minutes 43 seconds.

Tony Cokes
HAUS DER KUNST
KUNSTVEREIN MÜNCHEN

Nearly concurrent with the scandal over anti-Semitic imagery at Documenta 15, a two-
venue survey of the work of American artist Tony Cokes opened quietly in Munich.
Housed, in part, in a former air-raid shelter beneath the Haus der Kunst—a museum
originally built in 1937 to promote Nazi culture as the Haus der Deutschen Kunst (House
of German Art)—the exhibition “Fragments, or just Moments” attempts to sit with
inherited symbols of prejudice to ponder how they can be used for progressive mobilization

https://www.artforum.com/print/reviews/202208/munich
https://www.artforum.com/print/reviews/202208/tony-cokes-89321
https://www.artforum.com/artguide/haus-der-kunst-2819
https://www.artforum.com/artguide/kunstverein-m-nchen-9227
https://www.artforum.com/


as well as injury. Featuring the newly commissioned two-part film Some Munich Moments
1937–1972, 2022, the show affords viewers an opportunity to assess the ways in which
Germany and the United States, too, remain haunted by the specters of their own
respective histories.

Some Munich Moments binds the founding of the Haus der Deutschen Kunst to the 1972
Munich Olympics, where Israeli athletes were kidnapped by members of the Palestinian
Black September Organization. The film intercuts multiple narratives with excerpts from
archival clips, including those of a 1937 parade that took place during Der Tag der
Deutschen Kunst (The Day of German Art), a Nazi arts festival in Munich. Cokes sutures
these interludes together with slideshow-like presentations set mostly to pop music roughly
contemporaneous to the ’72 games. Featuring white-lettered intertitles on clashing blue,
yellow, orange, and green backgrounds, the texts delineate the confluence of competing
agendas around the games, which became a stage on which avant-garde German designers
presented a reformed state, rebranded as forward-thinking and committed to cosmopolitan
values. Cokes sets the infamous kidnapping against the lesser-known story of how several
African nations threatened a boycott unless segregationist Rhodesia was forbidden to
participate; the Olympics’ chief organizer viewed the Africans as hostile to his idealist
worldview. Cokes utilizes his intertitles to layer in the story of Wayne Collett and Vincent
Matthews, African American runners who, at the same games, protested while the national
anthem played during their medal ceremony and were consequently banned from the
Olympics for life.

Some Munich Moments is presented alongside earlier works, many on view in both
institutions. Among these is Evil.16 (Torture.Musik), 2009–11, a text-based montage with
sound that takes as its subject the use of American music as a CIA device to torture
political prisoners. Cokes samples from the agency’s playlist, mixing together disco, soul,
punk, and techno, just as in some of his other works, including Evil.80.Empathy?, 2020, a
slideshow video that lays a soundtrack by DJ Caspa over the transcript of a conversation
about the George Floyd protests.

Reading these flashing texts while listening to seductive pop synced to Cokes’s hypnotically
paced screen wipes, one experiences a startling disjunction between purpose and spectacle



akin to the realization that art, just like sport, can foster both joy and pain. Doubling
down on this ambivalence, the show’s use of the Haus der Kunst’s bunker lends the
exhibition the atmosphere of a basement nightclub and in so doing compels visitors to face
difficult questions: Are we celebrating in the wounds of others? How should one
participate in the discourse around trauma?

As the question mark in its title suggests, Evil.80.Empathy? likewise hinges on a query:
Why were the George Floyd protests so huge? Disavowing empathy as the primary
motivating factor, the video’s transcribed discussions between John Akomfrah, Tina
Campt, Ekow Eshun, and Saidiya Hartman include such remarks as “Right I think it’s
complicity / I think that is what’s motivating a lot of folks. . . . / It’s that suddenly, / it’s not
about empathy / It’s about ‘I bear responsibility for this.’ /. . . . And if I do not do
something, / I am complicit with it.” While Cokes pursues a well-established critique of
sensationalism by withholding widely known images—such as graphic depictions of police
violence or the notorious photographs from Abu Ghraib—the work’s most urgent demand
concerns how visitors, like artists, are implicated in the construction of socially acceptable
standards. Cokes doesn’t provide closure to this debate for his audience in Germany;
rather, he articulates the fact that culture, like history and language itself, can be taken
apart and reconstituted, but never disentangled from politics.

— Adam Kleinman

All rights reserved. artforum.com is a registered trademark of Artforum International Magazine, New York, NY.

https://www.artforum.com/contributor/adam-kleinman
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Tony Cokes, FADE TO BLACK, 1990, video, color, sound, 32 minutes. Courtesy the artist; Greene 
Naftali, New York; Hannah Hoffman, Los Angeles; and Electronic Arts Intermix, New York. 

“Capitalism is profoundly illiterate,” observed Deleuze and Guattari in Anti-
Oedipus. Since the mid-1980s, Tony Cokes has been composing multimedia 
installations that collage pop music, archival film footage, and critical 
theory. While demanding close reading from viewers, his work also suggests 
the stakes, and even hazards, of legibility. For one of two commissions in his 
survey at Goldsmiths Centre for Contemporary Art (CCA) at the University 
of London, Cokes quotes from filmmaker and scholar Kodwo Eshun’s 2018 
Mark Fisher Memorial Lecture, which took place at the school around a year 
after Fisher’s suicide. Both Cokes’ and Fisher’s practices focus partly on the 
relationship between sonic and visual representation, and what it might look 
like to implement Derrida’s notion of ontology as a cultural strategy. “If UR 
Reading This It’s 2 Late: Vol I” is on view at Goldsmiths CCA from September 



29, 2019 through January 19, 2020 and will travel to Harvard University’s 
Carpenter Center for the Visual Arts and Brussels’s ARGOS centre for 
audiovisual arts next year. 

I’M NOT TRYING TO BUILD A RATIONAL ARGUMENT as much as I’m 
attempting to set up a series of relations when putting together a new work or 
exhibition. Sometimes it can be really straightforward. For The Morrissey 
Problem, one of the new works in the Goldsmiths CCA show, I’m adapting the 
entirety of an article by Joshua Surtees, whereas I’m using maybe half of the 
text from Kodwo Eshun’s lecture. Duration often determines what I use. With 
certain short pieces, I can adapt the whole thing and it makes sense to do that, 
while from longer texts I usually take a fragment, or I’ll compose a work with 
excerpts from multiple sources. Often I’m acting as an editor; it all depends on 
what kinds of relations I can find in the material. Some sources just comport 
themselves best incomplete. The relation of a project’s potential histories and 
futurities, the ways it might manifest and how it might be radically different in 
its ultimate articulation: That’s what I’m interested in. 

I’m not adapting one of Fisher’s texts—although at some point I do plan to do 
that—but rather taking up a text about him, one I was drawn to for its form 
and rhythm. What I find particularly appealing in Eshun’s lecture is his 
attention to the various contexts in which writing and reading might occur. If 
we’re thinking about that in regard to ongoing discourses on identity today? 
Well, on one hand, people uphold stable conceptions and declarations of 
identity to represent certain positionalities, certain differences in experience. 
On the other hand, when people try to regulate these things in an absolute 
way, by over-stabilizing and over-identifying, it can become a trap for almost 
everyone concerned. The notion that there is an absolute identity with which 
one can only speak, or about which others cannot speak, has corners and 
limitations. 

I’m particularly interested in how the will to disavow class divisions in this 
country has become more pronounced over the past forty to fifty years. In the 
official pronouncements of America, and in what people say they believe about 
their daily lives, there seems to be a compulsion toward an imaginary of 
equality, even as things become more and more unequal. I think it’s both 
psychic and discursive; there’s always an element of wishful thinking or 
fantasy with regard to these ideas. Many people remain convinced it’s 
impossible to have a grounded critique of the life in which you are inscribed; it 
should be possible, but there are a lot of people who disavow even the 
possibility of doing that. Fisher wanted to draw attention to those unresolved 
and disturbing aspects of how we live and how we are represented or 



accounted for. For me that’s crucial. So is his articulation of how there are 
always leftovers and possible projects in the things we thought we understood, 
thought we were done and over with. 

This also relates to the way legibility has become, to many, an ideal in itself. 
And it’s like, well, no. Things are always complex and a little confusing. When 
something is instantly legible or absorbable, what is that as an aesthetic, as an 
idea, as an approach to things? Reading is a process; it’s not all in the text, and 
it’s not just a question of trying to atomize or understand something in one 
dimension. If there weren’t interferences or complications, we would live in a 
radically different world. But there are. 

— As told to Hiji Nam 

https://www.artforum.com/interviews/tony-cokes-80912 
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FRIEZE.COM 

First published in Issue 152 

Jan - Feb 2013 

Tony Cokes 3#, 2001, DVD still 

Tony Cokes's 'Retro (Pop, Terror, Critique)' featured 45 videos and text animations from 1997 to the present. By 

breaking the show down to eight week-long programmes, the exhibition offered an inventive solution to the all

too-familiar curatorial problem of a video art retrospective. REDCAT's main gallery was turned into a large black 

cube where each week's looped programme was simultaneously projected onto two walls (one in front of the 

entrance and the other in the back with a seating area), and played on a group of three smaller flat-screens and a 

single larger one, offering a variety of display options. The space had the feel of a night-club-cum-videotheque, 

where the installation created an immersive spectacle of critique as scrolling and/or flashing bars of texts - culled 

from a variety of academic and journalistic sources and sometimes his own writings - ran on the screens and 

twinkled to the beat of minimal pop soundtracks and house mixes. In the lobby, three monitors on pedestals 

showed a selection of videos from each of the exhibition's three categories of 'Pop Manifestos' (1997-ongoing), 

'The Evil Series' (2001-ongoing) and 'Art Critique Series' (2008-ongoing). Moreover, all the works on the checklist 

were available on the gallery's website for the duration of the exhibition, saving Angelenos from the prowl for 

Downtown parking. 



In feeds.talk (2008), from the 'Art Critique Series' , Cokes traces Rosalind Krauss's oeuvre, recounting her 

disillusionment with Artforum's promotional scholarship - where texts only provided what Boris Groys has recently 

called 'textual bikinis' in service of the art market - that prompted her and Annette Michelson to found October in 

1976. Cokes notes (or rather quotes) that this shift instead emphasized the aesthetics of the scholarly text itself, 

giving rise to critical and academic performances of contemporary art theory and history. Taking cues from this 

piece, Cokes's works explore the aesthetics of criticism and academic writing (Cokes himself is a professor of 

Modern Culture & Media at Brown University), and examine video as a venue for scholarship where the text 

becomes image and adopts the conditions of viewership. 

Cokes's videos highlight the economy of circulation in discourse, from art criticism to contemporary politics, and 

how, across disciplines, dispersion defines content. In the 'Evil Series', ploughing through documents and reports on 

the War on Terror, Cokes is not preoccupied with making the invisible visible or in revealing the unknown, as in 

exhausted representational strategies of much so-called political art. Rather, he shows the monstrosity of what is 

already visible and known, but conveniently de-circulated. For Cokes, this impasse is not limited to politics: 'There 

is nothing to critique, we only need to marvel at the things we already know,' a text bar reads in feeds.talk.trailer

(2008). 

In the works on view at REDCAT, music functioned on at least two levels. It was posed analogous to academic 

discourse as both media follow traditions, referential palettes and methodologies that govern their respective 

forms. Moreover Cokes uses the 'remix' in contemporary music akin to 'quotation' in academic writing. As such, he 

shows that discursive interiority is not exclusive to academia and is shared across disciplines including popular 

culture and music. For Cokes, neither pop music nor critique is safe from commodification. He uses the reach of 

the former as a vehicle for the distribution of the latter, and applies critical theory to pop music to detourne it into 

something more than mere prop for product placement. Here the collective nature of music comes together with 

the individuality of the critical position, providing a common soundscape for an otherwise idiosyncratic practice. 

Further, by turning the gallery space into a kind of dance floor ('a mobile assemblage of bodies' according to the 

crawler in Cokes's 1!, 2004) the artist appears as an absent DJ and the viewers as club-goers. 

While examining the potential of bringing together the idiosyncrasy of critical practice with the collectivity of 

music, Cokes is under no delusion about the contemporary critical cul-de-sac, the market value of critique and its 

recuperation by the culture industry. Yet he does not make his scepticism instantly consumable, giving the savvy 

audience a pat on the back by gift-wrapping critique with irony. His strategy is more akin to the post-rock music 

of his soundtracks in its refusal to deliver the ecstatic climax of the chorus refrain. 

SOHRAB MOHEBI 


